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ABSTRACT

Key finding in audio is based on the constant Q trans-
form. A heuristics is suggested how to compress the con-
stant Q transform into a 12-dimensional short-term pitch
class profile. Short-term profiles are weighted by a co-
sine window and summed up yielding long-term profiles.
The latter are matched against averaged major and minor
prototype profiles.
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1 METHOD

For each pitch class calculating the strength in a musi-
cal recording, our constant quotient (CQ-) profile method
[3,4] is a) consistent with psychological probe tone rat-
ings, b) highly efficient, c) computable in real-time, d)
stable with respect to sound quality, e) applicable to trans-
position, f) free of musical presupposition, except approx-
imately stable equal temperament, and g) sensitive to sub-
stantial musical features, especially key, in a highly com-
pact reduction. The constant Q(uotient) transform [1,2]
gives equal resolution in the logarithmic frequency do-
main. Hence the quotient of center frequency and band-
width is constant for each filter. To cope with spectral
leakage effects, we use a resolution of b=36 bins per oc-
tave. Every third CQ-bin corresponds to a semitone. In
the outcome of the CQ transform, only CQ middle bins
of a triple are considered that tower above their neighbors
and a given threshold. Summing up values of middle bins
of multiple octave distance yields a 12-dimensional short-
term CQ profile. The latter are calculated every 50 ms
and summed up to long-term profiles. In this summation
process only the short-term profiles of the first 15 s are
considered. They are weighted by a cosine function in the
range of 0-π

2
. For the beginning of each piece, a long-term

profile is calculated. To determine the tuning of C we em-
ploy the above described middle-bin-maximum heuristics
again. Varying the frequency of C within a range of± 16
Cent, the resulting profile with maximum length indicates
the right frequency. Long-term profiles are transposed to
a common keynote. Then a mean major and minor pro-
file is calculated. These mean profiles are transposed back
to all keys to constitute a set of 24 reference key profiles.

The key of the incoming piece is determined by maximal
correlation of its long-term CQ-profile with one of the ref-
erence key profiles.

This algorithm was placed second in the MIREX au-
dio key finding competition.
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